Once a mule has entered into the Lost Meadows Mule Refuge (LMMR)’s system, they will be an LMMR Mule for life. Lost Meadows does not ever relinquish ownership, even when a mule is adopted. To ensure that our mules are easily identifiable, both individually and collectively, and don’t end up in sale barns or on Craigslist, LMMR uses three forms of identification. 125 kHz (9 digit) subcutaneous microchips or 134.2 kHz (15 digit) subcutaneous microchips inserted on the left center side of the mule’s neck approximately 3” below the mane. A 2” “MR” freezebrand placed on the left front shoulder. The freeze brand is our assurance that LMMR’s mules can be easily identified for life. The freeze brand effects the color of the mule’s hair in the location in which it’s applied. If you ever see a mule with the MR brand on any auction lot, please contact LMMR immediately.
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